Abstract. The paper presents the application of the principle of flexibility of architectonic space on the concrete example of flat composition. This example demonstrates that with a proper choice of structural spans dimensions and regular arrangement of sanitary and ventilation vertical assemblies, a structure with high flexibility in terms of flat space organization and floor space organization, can be achieved.
spaces, or that large flats can be easily divided, then we have provided that such structure of flats can be easily sold. In his housing buildings design, I have applied this concept wherever it was possible.
Here, a concept will be presented in detail, which best represents the combination of application of two concepts: variability of sizes and structures of flats, which means flexibility of the ground plan of a composition and the flexibility of flats themselves. In this way a wider assortment of flats in terms of size and organization is obtained, so the flats cold be easily adapted to the demands of the market, and personal requirements of the users.
This concept was implemented in the conceptual design for the housing block "Mozaik" in Nis, for which the investor ordered a production of town planning project. The main characteristics of this town planning proposition were the non-staggered terraced buildings placed along the north-south orientation, and the floor plan dimensions were 20X20 m. The investors' requirement was to offer solutions with maximal usable surface area, that is, without light-wells or too irregular composition, as the flats were intended for the market. The result has been presented in the following pictures. The starting point was the defined form, that is, dimensions of the size. Two opposite facades are free, and two gable walls have no apertures. The primary structure of the composition was provided with the pattern A. In the following figures some other concrete examples of various floor plan examples according to the given patterns were presented, which is only a part of the potential of such solution. The flexibility of all the flats of this solution is ensured by the choice of the skeletal structural system, with basic spans of 540 cm, with the columns blended with the walls 25 thick. Great depth of the tract and the adopted span, determined the central position of kitchens, bathrooms and other auxiliary rooms, and their connection to the artificial ventilation. In order to allow greater flexibility, the entrances were positioned centrally. The variants offered to the market were in some cases the results of the concrete requirements of interested buyers. This is the reason for having the solutions which are not absolutely acceptable from the viewpoint of the professional practice, but their quality is acknowledged when the customers' needs are satisfied and the flats are sold.
The following figures present some of the possible variants of flexible organization of certain types of flats. Modern tendencies in flat production, as well as the presented examples, confirm that such approach offers solutions favored by the users, but also by the investors. There is an increasing number of realizations with no classic floor division, but with a complex spatial composition within a structure, where a floor is only a level from which the flats are accessed. The solution presented here, which was produced for the "Mozaik" block in Nis, the mutual relations of organization of certain flats, and organization of the applied composition were harmonized as much as it was allowed by the basic characteristics of the composition and the arrangement of the sanitary fixings and ventilation vertical shafts. This means that an absolute harmonization was not possible, and that the places where the zoning has not been harmonized must be improved in realization through the technical means and measures. It may be expected that such solutions will be increasingly present in the future practice as a response of the designers to the market demand and users' requirements. Such approach will required a different treatment of the problem in the future architects' education process. Also, the existing practice from planning to realization must be adjusted to the new conditions. Flexibility of flats and flexibility of floor plan comprises that the finite number of flats will be known only in the final phase of structure construction. Such concept is a great problem for the bureaucracy of the local public utility services and municipality. They would prefer that the number and structure of flats remain unchanged from the conceptual design to the receiving of the inspection certificate.
The consequence of application of such concept that there can no longer be a typical floor, a concept which dominated the practice and theory of housing for long. There can be as many floor compositions as there are floors in structures like these. The floors can be connected along all their sides and also vertically. The space of the flat is conceived in such a way that it can be organized according to the requirement of the concrete owner, meaning that it can be completely adapted to the residents' needs. Such solutions are rational, as they have compact volume of the deep wings, regular structural spans and other structural elements as well as the regular elements of installations and ventilation.
FLEKSIBILNA ORGANIZACIJA SKLOPA SPRATA I FLEKSIBILNA ORGANIZACIJA PROSTORA STANA KAO ODGOVOR NA SAVREMENE ZAHTEVE TRŽIŠTA
Goran Jovanović
Rad prikazuje primenu principa fleksibilnosti arhitektonskog prostora na konkretnom primeru stambenog sklopa. Ovaj primer pokazuje da se pravilnim izborom konstruktivnih raspona i pravilnim rasporedom sanitarnih i ventilacionih vertikala može dobiti struktura koja omogućava veliku fleksibilnost u organizaciji prostora stana i prostora sklopa sprata.
